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What are they saying? Create a dialog according to the pictures. Use the  questions from 

the box. One is extra. 

Where are you from?   How old are you?  Are you Chinese? 

1st Watch 

Read the questions and check the correct 
answer. 

A. Where is Rachel? 

(     )at home    (      ) at the airport  (    ) at the 
gym 

B. Where are Ross and Julie coming from? 

(    )from Los Angeles  (    )from Mexico  (     )
from China 

 

C. Where is Julie from? 

(    )NY   (    )Los Angeles   (    ) Texas 

2.   Watch the video segment. Check T (true) or 
F (false). 

A. Rachel has a cat in her hand (      ) 

B. Ross introduces Rachel to Julie (   ) 

C. Julie is from China (      ) 

2nd Watch. 

Watch the segment again and complete the dialogue with the expressions from the box. 

I’m from New York /   Welcome to our country   / There you are   /This is Julie   

Ross:  Rachel... 

Rachel:  Oh..._________________! 

So...so... How was China, YOU? 

Ross:  It was great. Oh...what happened? 

Rachel:  What? 

Ross:  You’re bleeding 

Rachel:  Oh.. I am? Oh look at that. Yes, I 

am. Enough about me. Mr. “Back from the 

Orient” Come on, I wanna 

everything...everything! 

Ross:  Well, where do I start? 

_______________________. Julie, this is 

Rachel. 

Rachel: Hi.....Oh these are...are....aren’t for 

you. These are for you: 

______________________________! 

Julie:  Thank you. 

___________________________ . 
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